What people are saying about our parties...
Thank you very much for everything for Peter's birthday party. All kids enjoyed and loved the
science party from HT. The Lab Loot bags are also great. My son and even some kids are
still excited to work with the bag at home and can't stop talking about that day. For me,
It was also easier to prepare the party because the scientist, Ms. Karen handled the kids very
well. Thank you again for making a memorable party for my son. :)- Mary
Great party thank you. You made the birthday girl feel special with small gestures. Great
pace, informative yet hands on.- Kathryn
The party was a huge success. The kids were thoroughly entertained the whole time. Our
party scientist was extremely patient and full of energy. She came very organized and
prepared………now that’s skill with all those BUSY boys. That’s a compliment because I
teach kids myself!.......it was a tough crowd!! It couldn’t have been better. THANK-YOU so
much. What a great treat for us all and a real memory maker.- Tracy
Wow, What an awesome birthday party!!!! Thank you to Karen for doing an amazing job. My
daughter had such a good experience. I really appreciate the extra attention she got as the
birthday girl. Karen was so well prepared and kept the children engaged for the entire 75
minutes. Every child had a great time. Some parents commented it was the best birthday
party they had ever experienced.- Tom, Heather & Christina
The space birthday was a real hit, especially with Laura, so thank you very much for helping
us host a fun and interesting event. Karen was a fantastic teacher and she really explained
things so that all the participants could become involved. I could not make one comment as
to how to improve the party. In my books, it was top notch and very organized. I would like to
let you know that one thing in particular is very well done and sets this apart from most other
party venues/activities- the birthday person is made to feel very special. Laura is still
reminding us that she got to 'go first' for everything on her birthday. So, keep making the
birthday kids feel special -after all, it is their day! Thanks again.- Diane
I have to tell you that Genius George was absolutely amazing. He kept the kids' interest the
whole time and they all had a ball. He had a great sense of humor, very intelligent, and a nice
tone of voice in keeping the children calm & sitting down. We really appreciated having him.
He made Jackson's birthday fantastic. I have also had lots of feedback from parents too, who
said their child had a blast.- Laura
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George was great at Joseph's birthday on April 11th. He was patient, gave clear expectations
and had a variety of activities for the boys to do. I would recommend him to others.- Mark and
Toni
The party was great! The kids were amazed and had fun and are still talking about it. George
was good with the kids and got them under control very quickly before their excitement was
able to interfere with the program. I highly recommend your party science program.- Carol
Everyone had a great time, even the next day at school a few girls had their space mud and
were blowing bubbles with it. I know that was a big hit with my kids. George was very good,
professional, great with the kids of all ages, and safety conscious too. I will definitely pass
your party info onto anyone who is interested. Thanks to George for making the day fun.Barb and Samantha and little brother Ty
I can tell you that Genius George was great at keeping the group focused and having fun.
Things can get out of control easily with a big group of 7 & 8 year olds. George had a handle
on it the whole time. The kids really enjoyed it, too.- Hilary
"Genius George" was great. I can't believe how well he handled 12 excited kids.
It was a fantastic party and I would highly recommend your company. Jeanie had a great
time.- Paula
Hello, I would love to tell you that the party was a great success. All the kids had a wonderful
time, and I cannot say enough about our "Scientist" Karen. She was absolutely fantastic with
all the kids. They were laughing, behaving, and having fun. Karen is going to be a fabulous
teacher. We all loved her. Thank you very much for a great party.- Maria
We LOVED having Genius George guide all the kids through the wonders of science! George
was awesome at keeping the kids interested as well as in control (not always easy with a
group of 6 year olds!) I think he really made Flynn (the birthday boy) feel special with the
extra attention that was given to him. Anyways, well worth the money spent! Thanks again!Kirsten
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